Deep Sea Coral Resources:

USGS DISCOVRE - Diversity, Systematics and Connectivity of Vulnerable Reef Ecosystems Project:

http://fl.biology.usgs.gov/DISCOVRE/

Deep sea coral *Lophelia* website

http://www.lophelia.org/

NOAA Okeanos Explorer

http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/oceanus/welcome.html

http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/explorations/13midatlantic/welcome.html

Nautilus Live: Explore the ocean LIVE with Dr. Robert Ballard and the Corps of Exploration

http://www.nautiluslive.org/

Deepwater Canyons: Pathways to the Abyss

http://deepwatercanyons.wordpress.com/

KQED Featured article and video on California deep sea corals


NOAA Habitat and Conservation

http://www.habitat.noaa.gov/protection/corals/deepseacorals.html